EUROPEAN COMMISSION
DIRECTORATE-GENERAL
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE

2018-SVQ-R1-FGIV-010133

FGIV - Architect

As the science and knowledge service of the Commission,
the mission of DG Joint Research Centre is to support EU
policies with independent evidence throughout the whole
policy cycle. The JRC is located in 5 Member States
(Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain).
Further information is available at:

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en
The Unit Resource Management Seville (R1) is responsible
for the management of support functions and the
infrastructure at the Seville site.
The JRC Seville plans to develop a new purpose built office
building and facilities in Seville. In order to support the
JRC in the project definition and design, as well as during
the subsequent phases of development of the project (i.e.
detailed design and construction phases), the JRC intends
to recruit an Architect to join the JRC project team
responsible for the development of the building. Reporting
to the Project Leader, the Architect will provide expert
technical assistance in the definition of the architectural
requirements and will monitor their implementation along
the process of their realisation

Position for:
FGIV - Architect

Qualifications:

Academic and professional qualification as a
licensed or chartered architect

Track record of execution of projects of a
comparable size in building design and
construction from coordination to execution.
Evidence of involvement in the successful
completion of environmentally improved buildings
is an advantage

Involvement in the financial appraisal of the cost
and benefit of environmental technologies and
design innovations as part of the delivery of
projects is an advantage

Experience with Building Information Modelling
(BIM) is considered an advantage

Experience with building environmental
performance certification schemes (LEED,
BREEAM, DGNB, VERDE), and other relevant
performance modelling tools is considered and
advantage

Advanced knowledge of modern architectural
methods and a background in solving architectural
design and construction problems

Knowledge of urban planning and building
construction codes, building contracts, and related
Spanish legislation. Knowledge of specific
Andalusian and Seville regulations and
administrative procedures is considered an







advantage
Proficient in project management tools and
practices, including use of Microsoft Project and
Excel. Proficiency in using commercial computeraided design and drafting software application
(e.g. AutoCAD) desirable
Excellent team player
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Proven English and Spanish language skills
(spoken and written) C1 Minimum in Spanish and
B2 in English

* A level of education which corresponds to completed
university studies of at least three years attested by a
diploma in relevant field.
*Relevant knowledge in the fields of Finance, Innovation
and Growth would be an advantage.
* knowledge of English at minimum B2 level and Spanish
at minimum C1 level.
Please note that the minimum levels required above must
apply to each linguistic ability (speaking, writing, reading
and listening). These abilities reflect those of the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages:
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/en/resources/europea
n-language-levels-cefr
Directorate
Unit

Unit Resource Management Seville
Directorate for Resources

Indicative duration

36 months initial contract with possible renewals up to
maximum 6 years

JRC Site

Seville

Country

Spain
The candidate must be on a valid EPSO reserve list
for Function Group IV contract staff:
Or have applied to a FGIV profile in CAST Permanent

https://epso.europa.eu/documents/2240_en
Rules and eligibility

Auxiliary contract staff:
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/job/contract/index
_en.htm
Please note that due to the high number of applications
received only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

